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1. Pause—Let me get back to you!

2. H.B. 239—What does it mean for me and my school?

3. Custody Issues—Stop using my school as the battleground for your divorce! 

4. Law enforcement in schools—Requesting information, requesting students

5. Search and seizure—To search or not to search

6. Free Speech for Employees—Can I make that teacher stop talking?

7. Free Speech for Students—Can I kick that kid out?  

8. Student Discipline—1st Things 1st:  Conducting an Effective Investigation

9. Due Process for Students—You’ve gotta do it!

10. Parent/students recording meetings



LEGAL ISSUE #1: STOP BEFORE YOU DROP AND 
ROLL

• If you remember nothing else from this presentation, remember these 8 words:

“Let me get back to you on that.”
• There is nothing in the law or in any employment manual that requires administrators to 

respond immediately in a sticky situation.

• Talk to your colleagues; consult with your administrator; contact your district 
supervisors; pause and think about the best response.  DO NOT REACT! 



LEGAL ISSUE #2:  H.B. 239

• Background: In June, 2016, state leadership, including Governor Herbert, Chief Justice Durrant, 
Senate President Niederhauser and Speaker Hughes appointed an interbranch Working 
Group to examine Utah’s juvenile justice system and produce recommendations for 
improvement. A thorough review of statewide data suggested that youth who are referred to 
court have worse outcomes than youth who receive services in the community, and that 
court referrals can lead to deeper involvement in the juvenile justice system. Data also 
showed a large proportion of cases coming into Utah’s juvenile justice system were low level 
offenses that were referred by schools. 

• As a result of these findings, the legislature made changes that affect how certain low level 
offenses, including truancy, are addressed.  



NONREFERRABLE OFFENSES

• Schools can no longer refer students for truancies, disruptive student citations, infractions, and 
class C misdemeanors

• Infractions and class C misdemeanors at school may include: 
• Disorderly conduct (fighting)
• Giving tobacco to a minor
• Possession of tobacco by a minor
• Public urination
• Littering
• Unlawful use of a laser pointer
• Failure to disperse



NONREFERRABLE OFFENSES, CONT.

• Providing false information to police

• Parking violations

• Reckless burning where property damage is under $500

• Runaway youth

• Speeding in a school zone

• Underage driving

• Open container of alcohol in a car

• Driving without license registration



REFERRABLE OFFENSES

• Schools MAY refer class B or class A nonperson* misdemeanors or they may be referred to 
alternative school-related interventions:

• This includes:
• Assault

• Theft, less than $500

• Trespassing

• Possession of drug paraphernalia

• Possession of marijuana

• Possession or consumption of alcohol (this is a class B for minors, and for anyone else while on school 
grounds)

• Arson



REFERRABLE OFFENSES, CONT.

• Graffiti

• Harassing a service animal or livestock

• Pulling a fire alarm

• Possession of pornography on school grounds

*Class A person offenses, including assault, sexual offenses, sexual exploitation of a minor, 
etc., are referable offenses and schools do NOT have the option of addressing these 
through alternative interventions.  Possession of child pornography (ie, sexting) is a felony 
and is referable to law enforcement or the courts. 



HOW DOES THIS BILL IMPACT THE ROLE OF THE 
SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER?

• Does this mean that SROs are required by the new law to sit out during administrator investigations of school infractions and
lesser criminal violations?

• NO!!! Just because a student is not going to be referred for criminal prosecution does not mean the SRO is off the hook in 
assisting with investigations.  SROs and administrators are still expected to work together, in their respective responsibilities and 
duties, to ensure a safe environment for all students.

• SROs should continue to be involved in investigations (as long as the search and interrogation procedures and practices are 
followed) at school.

• Administrators may continue to refer to SROs or outside law enforcement when the student has engaged in a class B 
misdemeanor or higher

• SROs may be asked to help administrators determine the classification of particular offenses, for the purpose of determining 
whether to refer students to law enforcement



CHANGES FROM H.B. 239, CONT.

• Your job, along with your administrators and district, is to develop appropriate alternative 
responses for truancies, serious disruptive behavior, infractions, and class C 
misdemeanors 

• Districts all across the state are working on:

• ways to address student problems short of referral to law enforcement, 

• how to keep students in school (alternatives to suspensions), 

• assessing risk of students before serious offenses take place, 

• providing students the help they need to prevent serious offenses from taking place



SUGGESTED OPTIONS: 

• For truancy:
• Attendance credit loss consequence tied to graduation

• Option/possible policy change – If chronically truant student and his/her parent participate in the mediation process, a 
certain number of truancies could be removed from attendance record and/or attendance credit loss restored

• Required check-in and check-out (tracking) system over a period of time – w/ student advocate

• For tobacco/E-cig offenses:
• Students could be required to research the dangerous health effects related to smoking/vaping and write a 

paper/response and turn in /discuss with the assistant principal/counselor

• Resources should be given to student/parent concerning smoking cessation classes offered through Weber-Morgan 
Health Dept., etc.

• Fighting/Disorderly Conduct
• Peer court

• Restorative justice practices



CCJJ SERVICES: JUSTICE.UTAH.GOV/JUVENILE/HB239.HTML 



ALTERNATIVES TO SUSPENSIONS

• In lieu of suspension or as part of “reinstatement” from suspension:  

• Supervised (by school personnel with parent permission) service hours at the school—trash 
cleanup on school grounds, cleaning specific areas of school, helping run concession stands at 
home athletic events

• Required participation in an intervention/skill building-type class (Options classes, Flex-
affiliated class) or one offered before/after school



PROBLEMS WITH H.B. 239—SOME OF WHICH MAY BE 
ADDRESSED THIS LEGISLATIVE SESSION, SOME NOT

• Leaves schools without the teeth to enforce school rules and laws on school grounds

• Makes schools a safe haven for crimes

• Students can’t be arrested for committing minor offenses even during the summer months when school 
is not in session, if the offense is committed on school grounds

• Put the burden back on the schools to address low level offenses without providing a fiscal note for the 
added supports 

• Raises questions about whether an SRO or other law enforcement officer can take a student, against his 
will, into custody to transport him/her to a receiving center or some other diversion program 

• Traffic violations and other infractions that could only result in a ticket and that generally are not going 
to lead kids to the school-to-prison pipeline are included in the non-referable offenses



POSITIVE CHANGES WITH THE BILL

• This bill is not going away.  So, we will have to live with it and make the best of it.

• It will require a paradigm shift.  For everyone—law enforcement, schools, courts, etc.

• If the research is accurate, kids who enter the “system” early in their lives end up staying 
in the “system”—If we really want to help kids lead productive and successful lives, we 
should want to do what we can to keep them out of the system.

• Most troublemakers have rough backgrounds.  Many have mental health problems.  This 
forces schools and communities to work together to provide kids with the help they 
need through prevention and interventions rather than suspensions and court referrals.



LEGAL ISSUE #3: CUSTODY ISSUES

As far as you know, Suzy’s dad has never been a part of her life.  One day, a man identifying 
himself as Suzy’s father shows up at school and wants to check her out of school.  Do you:

• (a) Spray him with pepper spray.

• (b)  Ask for identification and then spray him with pepper spray.

• (c)  Ask for ID and then check to see if there are any court records regarding a custody 
plan for Suzy and see if you can determine whether Suzy’s father has any custody rights 
over Suzy.

• (d) Call Suzy’s mom.



ANSWER: C OR D

These are tough issues and there is no black and white law that you can turn to for every variation of this 
issue.  For example, what if dad said, “I’d like to check Suzy out of school and please don’t call her mother?  I’m 
her father and I have the right to check her out.”  Or what if mom has told you, “I don’t know where Suzy’s 
father is but if he ever shows up to school, call the police immediately” even though custody papers says dad 
gets Suzy 50% of the time?  



CUSTODY ISSUES--BEST PRACTICES THAT WON’T GET 
YOU SUED (OR SUED SUCCESSFULLY)*
*BE SURE TO FOLLOW YOUR DISTRICT PRACTICES WHERE THEY EXIST

• When there is a dispute regarding custody issues, always ask for custody papers or a 
parenting plan!

• Where both parents have joint physical and legal custody, and unless otherwise expressly 
prohibited by a signed court order, schools can work primarily* with the parent who enrolled 
the student or whose address was used to enroll the student in school in your district.  (*see 
next slide)

• “Any parental rights not specifically addressed by the court order may be exercised by the 
parent having physical custody of the child the majority of the time.”  Utah Code 30-3-10.3 
(4)



CUSTODY ISSUES—BEST PRACTICES, CONT.

“Work primarily with” means: 

• All communication that the school or teacher mails home can be mailed only to the address of the parent who enrolled the 
student.  

• All phone calls from the school or the teacher can be made to the home of the address of the parent who enrolled the student. 

The school should work in good faith with both parents where there is a reasonable request for telephone communication with a 
specific parent, but the school reserves the right to determine what is reasonable.  Emailing is a great way to communicate easily 
with both parents.

Do not begin the practice of duplicating letters, notes, memoranda, notices, newsletters or the like sent home with students, unless 
you want to keep it up. 

If there is anything of importance that is communicated to one parent and not the other, the parents should communicate that 
information with each other and if they cannot, get a court order requiring the school to communicate separately with each parent. 

DO NOT TAKE SIDES!



CUSTODY ISSUES, CONT. 

• Picking up students:  A child may be picked up from school after the school day is over by 
either parent and the school is not responsible for which parent picks that child up. The 
school need not supervise parent pickups to determine that the parent with parent-time is 
picking up the student. 

• Checking students out:  The school can check out a student to either parent who has physical 
custody, unless Parent A brings a court document stating Parent B is not to check the student 
out of school.  Schools need not notify Parent A if Parent B does check Student out.

• Visiting students at school: School visits as  an exercise of parent-time is discouraged under 
the law.  (Utah Code 30-3-33(7)).  However, if you allow one parent to visit Student during 
the school day, you should allow both to do so.



CUSTODY ISSUES, CONT. 

• The parent whose physical address was used to enroll the student should be deferred to for 
questions regarding enrolling students in specific classes and/or withdrawing students from 
specific classes and withdrawing students from school entirely.  

• Records?  Both biological parents have a right to review their child’s educational record under 
FERPA.

• What if Parent A specifically asks that Parent B—who’s out of the picture—not be allowed 
access to Student’s record because Parent B is dangerous and will harm Student or Parent A if 
he/she has the information found in the records?

• Remember, the law does not require you to provide information immediately.  You have 45 days 
under FERPA to provide records.  Delay providing the record until you have notified Parent A and 
allowed Parent A time to take necessary action to prevent Parent B from getting the information.



CUSTODY ISSUES, CONT.

• QUESTION:  What do you do if you’re asked to write a letter in support of one or the other parents 
in a custody dispute?  

• Check with your district supervisors first.

• If you write a letter, know that you may very likely be asked to testify.  Testifying means you will be 
subject to cross examination.

• Be comfortable telling the parent—even if he/she is your friend—that you cannot write the letter.

• If you do write a letter, stick to facts:  attendance of studen, student grades, assessment/evaluation results.  

• Writing about the student’s behavior is going to require your opinion and observations, and opinion and 
observation is subjective.  



WHEN IN DOUBT, GO BACK TO LEGAL ISSUE #1

#Letmegetbacktoyouonthat



LEGAL ISSUE #4:  LAW ENFORCEMENT IN SCHOOLS 
(NON SRO’S)

• Rule #1:  Just because they have badges, handcuffs, and a gun doesn’t mean they own the 
school. 

• Rule #2:  Check with your district for individual district practices regarding working with 
local law enforcement agencies.  



THE FOLLOWING ARE BEST PRACTICES*
*BUT REMEMBER RULE #2

• When law enforcement visits school during school hours, they should check in with you or your 
designee to ensure you are aware of any criminal investigation going on, unless it is an emergency.

• When law enforcement wants to arrest students at school or on school property, they should notify 
you of their intent to arrest the student.  Make arrangements to bring the student to the office to be 
arrested.  

• In circumstances where the student is a danger to himself or others, or may flee to avoid arrest, and 
when requested by the law enforcement officer, the you should  accompany the law enforcement officer 
to the classroom for the arrest to take place.  

• After the officer has completed the arrest, notify the parents of the arrest and provide the parents with 
the name of the arresting agency, officer or contact person, and the location the student is being taken.  
This information should be provided by the arresting agency.



BEST PRACTICES, CONT.

• School districts have the responsibility during the school day to ensure students are in school and attending class.  
Typically, where law enforcement wants to interview students, students should be interviewed by outside law 
enforcement either before or after school at an alternative location.  However, it is okay to allow interviews on school 
property if it will not disrupt the school environment.  

• Parent notification when law enforcement wants to interview students on school property: 
• Notify the parents of the request for interview by the law enforcement officer and the reason for the interview.

• Follow the parent or guardian request to allow or disallow the interview to take place.

• If the parent approves the request for law enforcement interview but requests that the administrator witness the interview, the 
law enforcement officer will not interview the student on school property without the administrator present.

• If the parent/guardian cannot be located, the administrator should inform the law enforcement officer that he/she may not 
interview the student on school property.

In no way does this guideline preclude a law enforcement officer from lawfully detaining or arresting a student. If an officer wishes to 
detain or arrest a student and remove him/her from school grounds, do not interfere or question this detention or arrest. Assist the 
officer with any lawful detention or arrest as specified in this protocol.



SHARING STUDENT INFORMATION WITH LAW 
ENFORCEMENT

To share: 

• Information from student records where there is a health or safety emergency*
• *FPCO will defer to a school’s judgment applying this standard whenever that judgment is supported by a

• rational basis. 

• Information that is considered Directory Information

• District owned devices containing possible evidence of a crime

• Anything specifically identified in a subpoena

• What about 
• Attendance records?  --Only if there is health and safety emergency

• Grades? –Probably not

• Class schedule?  --Again, if there is a health and safety emergency

• Surveillance cameras? –Defer to your district



SRO’S INTERVIEWING STUDENTS

• It is entirely up to your district and the local law enforcement agency that employs the 
SRO how SRO’s will handle student investigations.  

• Each district with SROs in its schools should have a Memorandum of Understanding that 
spells out the roles and responsibilities of the SRO.  

• Defer to your district for investigations involving your SRO.  



LAW ENFORCEMENT

• Bottom line:  cooperate with any criminal 
investigation.  You may complete any such 
investigation as is necessary to protect district 
students, employees, property and the educational 
environment.  Otherwise, it is okay to suspend your 
investigation while law enforcement conducts theirs.  



LEGAL ISSUE #5:  SEARCH AND SEIZURE

“The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against 
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but 
upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the 
place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.”



NEW JERSEY V.  T.L.O. (1985)

FACTS:

• Two girls, including 14 year old T.L.O. were caught smoking in the bathroom by a teacher who took the 
girls to the Principal’s office.

• One of the girls admitted she’d been smoking but T.L.O. denied it.

• Assistant Principal Choplick searched T.L.O.’s purse and found a pack of cigarettes, and also a package of 
cigarette rolling papers, and a small amount of marijuana, a pipe, a number of empty plastic bags, a 
substantial quantity of money in $1 bills, and an index card that appeared to be a listof students who 
owed T..O. money, and two letters that implicated T.L.O. in marijuana dealing.

• T.L.O. was charged  criminally, and T.L.O. moved to suppress the evidence found in her purse at school 
on the basis that Mr. Choplick violated the Fourth Amendment in his search.



ISSUE:

• Does a search of a student and/or her belongings without probable cause 
violate the Fourth Amendment? 



HOLDING AND RULE:

Holding

• Court ruled for school.

Rule

• Search of students by school officials is constitutionally permissible if reasonable and not 
excessively intrusive.



STANDARD FOR SEARCHES:

In order to meet the “reasonable suspicion standard”, you must be able to articulate 
TWO things: 

1. That the search was justified AND

2. That the scope of the search was reasonable



WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?  

• Justified:  Jenny is walking down the hall and hears Johnny say, “I’ve got dope in my backpack.”  Jenny was 
an office aide last year and someone you know is reliable and has a reputation for honesty.   Your 
decision to initiate a search is JUSTIFIED. 

• Reasonable in scope:  All you have is what Jenny told you—that she heard Johnny say, “I’ve got dope in 
my locker.”  The SCOPE of your search should be limited to Johnny’s backpack.  You cannot expand your 
search to Johnny’s car, for example, or go through Johnny’s phone looking for text messages that will 
reveal he has dope.  

• NOTE:  The greater the threat of immediate danger, the more expansive the scope of your 
search can be.  

• For example, instead of dope, Jenny hears Johnny say, “I’ve got a gun in my locker and before school’s out, it’s 
going to be smoking.”  The threat of immediate danger to the school is significant enough that a search of 
Johnny’s locker, his backpack, his clothing, maybe even his car would be reasonable.



NOT JUSTIFIED AT INCEPTION OR REASONABLE IN 
SCOPE

• Jenny tells you “I heard Johnny say he has dope in his backpack.”  You know Johnny just 
broke up with Jenny and you also know Jenny is taking it really hard.  Moreover, Jenny has 
been in your office several times that year because she likes to spread rumors about 
people on social media.  A search of Johnny’s backpack is probably NOT justified under 
these circumstances.

• Most of the “not reasonable in scope” cases involve strip searches.  NOTE:  Avoid asking 
students to take off clothes, unless you has reasonable suspicion that the student is hiding 
something under his/her clothes that poses a serious and immediate threat to himself or 
others.  



FACTORS OF REASONABLE SUSPICION 

• Prior offenses of the same or similar nature 

• Reports from reliable staff that the student in question smells of marijuana, or has a bulge in his pocket, 
etc…

• Reports by reliable students of observations of the student in question engaging in the misconduct

• Reports by reliable students that the student in question confessed to engaging in the misconduct

• Your own observations of: 
• slurred speech

• glassy eyes

• smell of alcohol or drugs



REASONABLE SUSPICION, CONT.

• Be wary of basing your suspicion on:
• “Suspicious” denial

• “Acting weird”

• Relying on students that you don’t know and could not speak to their reputation for honesty

• History of discipline problems completely unrelated to the misconduct at issue 
• For example, student has a history of mis-using his cell phone in class, and you want to search his backpack 

for marijuana because you heard there was a group of kids distributing at school, and since this kid is a 
troublemaker, you bet he’s involved.

• Example:  Cop stops black kid walking down the streets in Clinton, Utah, and searches his backpack 
because “there aren’t any blacks in Clinton, so something must be going down.”



REMEMBER, THE SCOPE OF THE SEARCH MUST ALSO 
BE REASONABLE

• The more invasive the search, the stronger your basis for beginning the search needs to be.  For example, if 
you conduct a strip search, you had better be able to articulate with clarity the exact basis for your 
suspicion that you’d find contraband under the student’s clothes.

• The more invasive your search, the more compelling the government interest should be.  If you conduct a 
strip search, you’d be looking for something that poses a threat to that student or others.  In other words, 
DO NOT STRIP SEARCH FOR A STOLEN CALCULATOR.

• Consider what is the least intrusive method to determine whether a student has contraband, and STOP 
THERE.

• Once you’ve found the contraband you suspected you would find, you do not have authority to continue 
searching a student’s personal belongings, “fishing” for evidence of further misconduct.



IN ADDITION, WHEN CONSIDERING WHETHER YOUR 
SEARCH IS REASONABLE, BALANCE THE FOLLOWING: 

1. How much privacy does a person legitimately expect to have in his…  

• Locker?   

• Social media posts?

• Backpack? 

• Purse?

• Under clothes?

2. How compelling is the government interest justifying the search? 

• Is it different for an allegation that someone is carrying a gun compared to an allegation that someone 
cheated on the math test by bringing in a calculator?



SEARCH GUIDELINES FOR ADMINISTRATORS AND SRO’S

• Searches that are wholly criminal in nature and have no relation to the school or school rules should only be 
done under a probable cause standard if any law enforcement agent, including an SRO, conducts it.  (NOTE:  any 
criminal offense committed at school is going to also be a school infraction, so you may conduct that search!)

• DO NOT allow an SRO to direct you to conduct a search under the “reasonable suspicion” standard.  If the SRO 
is directing the search—even if he is not doing the search—the probable cause standards applies.  

• Searches involving school infractions should be initiated by school officials, not SROs. While it is permissible for 
SROs to be present and to assist where the search may become dangerous, school-initiated searches can almost 
always rely on the lower reasonable suspicion standard.

• While some courts have held that SROs who are agents of the school and acting on the school’s behalf can search 
under the “reasonable suspicion” standard, rather than the probable cause standard, it is best practice to have 
your SROs only conduct a search where there is probable cause.

• Outside officers, employed by outside law enforcement agencies who are sent to schools only to investigate 
possible crimes and who have no connection to the school should use the probable cause standard.



CELL PHONES: TO SEARCH OR NOT TO SEARCH? 

• If you have reasonable suspicion that a student has violated school/district rule and that the evidence is 
on the phone, you may take a student’s electronic device and search it.

• Remember: Reasonable = Justified + Scope.  

Example: Ms. Teacher takes Peter’s cell phone away because he is texting during class.  Ms. 
Teacher is bored while students are taking a test and so she scrolls through Peter’s texts and reads a 
message to Sara that he has her pot and she can pick it up after school.  Not justified

Ms. Teacher takes Peter’s cell phone because he has it out and is snapchatting Sara in plain view 
where Ms. Teacher can see what he’s typing, that he has her pot and she can pick it up after school.  Ms. 
Teacher reads the snapchat over to be sure she didn’t mis-read it the firs time, and then opened Peter’s 
text messages, his photos, and his email to find further evidence of possession.  Exceeds scope



LEGAL ISSUES 6 AND 7: FIRST AMENDMENT WHAT??



WHAT CAN AN EMPLOYEE SAY/POST ONLINE 
AND GET AWAY WITH?

This? 



WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT OFF-HOURS, OFF-
CAMPUS OFF-COLOR POSTS?

?



FIRST AMENDMENT AND EMPLOYEE DISCIPLINE

• Public employees have First Amendment free speech rights to comment on matters of 
“public interest” or “public concern” when doing so in their private, not public capacity.

• Non-protected speech 

• Personal gripes 

• Personal speech 

• Disruptive speech 

• Official speech 



FACEBOOK POSTS THAT ARE NOT PROTECTED 
SPEECH

• A fifth-grade teacher in New York was terminated after she privately said on Facebook 
that she "hates [her students'] guts" and that she wouldn't save them if they were 
drowning.

• A Massachusetts biology teacher lost her job after calling her students "germ bags" and 
local residents "arrogant and snobby" on Facebook.

• A Pennsylvania English teacher was fired after calling some of her students "rat-like ... 
rude, disengaged, lazy whiners" in a blog post.

• A teacher in Washington D.C. was fired after blogging that some students should "piss 
off“ and that forcing students to take AP tests is "f***ing pathetic".



FIRST AMENDMENT AND EMPLOYEE DISCIPLINE

Free speech analysis 

Public Concern Private concern 

• Official Duties Not Protected Not Protected 

• Private Citizen Highest Protection Consider nexus 



DOES THE FIRST AMENDMENT APPLY

• Was the post related to a matter of public concern? Ie, a school bond (perhaps protected)

• Did the employee speak as a private citizen or public employee? (private citizen = greater protection)

• Is the content work-related? (If yes, it is likely not protected) 

• Was the statement made while on the job? (If yes, likely not protected)

• Who was the content distributed to? Who was likely to see the statement? (If students or others 
associated with the school, less likely to be protected)

• What is the employer’s interest in regulating the speech? (The stronger nexus to employment, the less 
likely the speech is protected)

• Did the speech cause interfere with the employee’s ability to do his/her job? (If yes, likely not protected)



CASE EXAMPLES 

• Police officer’s online setting of sexually explicit videos made while in uniform was not 
protected. City of San Diego v. Roe (2004) 125 S. Ct. 521 

• Teacher soliciting sex on Craigslist was not protected speech. San Diego USD v. CPC (2011) 194 
Cal. App. 4th 1454 

• Police officer’s criticism of co-worker on Facebook was not protected. Gresham v. City of Atlanta 
(11th Cir. 2013) 542 Fed. Appx. 817 

• Deputy Police Chief ’s racist remark on Facebook was not protected. Duke v. Hamil (N.D. Ga. 
2014) 2014 WL 414222

• Teacher posts of derisive and demeaning comments about students on personal blog were 
not protected.  Munroe v. Central Bucks School District, (3d Cir. 2015) 



WHEN CAN YOU DISCIPLINE STUDENTS FOR OFF-
CAMPUS SPEECH?

When it creates a “substantial disruption” or an imminent disruption to the school 
environment (think Tinker v. DesMoines) OR where the speech constitutes a threat  

OR



A California student and friends met off-campus, made and posted a 4-minuteYouTube 
video critical of another student.  J.C. used her personal recording device and posted the 
video on her home computer.  The video used profanity, called the victim a “slut” and “the 
ugliest piece of **** I’ve seen in my life.”  J.C. received a 10 day suspension and a 90-day 
“social suspension” which prevented her from attending school events and prevented her 
from crowning the new “Queen of Charm” in the year’s Charm Review, having been elected 
“Queen” herself the previous year.  

--J.C. v. Beverly Hills School District (CA, 2010)

CASE #1



Court reversed the student’s suspension:
• Mere “buzz” about speech is insufficient to determine substantial disruption

• Speech wasn’t violent; no violent history of student

• Perpetrator/victim had no history, so confrontation was unlikely

• No evidence of disruption of school activities:  administrators did not miss school activities; 
no widespread whispering campaign sparked by video; issue resolved before lunch of the first 
day of reaction; no evidence that school work was disrupted; not a single student watched the 
video at school

COURT’S DECISION?



Kara Kowalski, a high school senior in Berkeley County, West Virginia, 
created and posted a MySpace webpage which was labeled “Student 
Against Sluts Herpes.” and which was largely dedicated to ridiculing a 
fellow student.  She defended the speech as “not at a school-related 
activity” and “private out-of-school speech.”  She was suspended from 
school for 5 days.

--Kowalski v. Berkeley County Schools (4th Circuit 2011)

CASE #2



COURT’S DECISION?

The court upheld the student’s suspension:
• Most of the MySpace site’s members and the target of the site were students at the high 

school.

• The site was accessed first by a student at school during an after school class.

• Kowalski indeed pushed her computer’s keys in her home, but she knew that the electronic 
response would be, as it in fact was, published beyond her home and could reasonably be 
expected to reach the school or impact the school environment.

• Court repeatedly referenced and deference to Musselman High School Harassment, Bullying 
and intimidation Policy—adequately put Kowalski on notice.



Landon Wynar, a sophomore at Douglas High School in Nevada, 
collected weapons and ammunition.  He used instant messaging and 
MySpace to communicate with friends.  His messages became 
increasingly violent and focused on a school shooting to take place on 
the date of Hitler’s birth and the Columbine massacre.  Finally the 
friends contacted a coach at school. Landon was suspended for an 
initial 10 days and then expelled for 90 days.

--Wynar v. Douglas County School District (9th Circuit 2013)

CASE #3



COURT’S DECISION? 

The court upheld the suspension:
• It was reasonable that school officials could “forecast” substantial disruption at school activities.

• The speech was an identifiable threat of school violence.

• It was reasonably foreseeable to the student that his messages would reach campus and therefore cause 
disruption.

• Had the harm described occurred, it would have been catastrophic.

• The student explicitly named the school.

• The student stated he had access to weapons and ammunition so there was reason to believe he had the 
ability to carry out the shooting—as opposed to being so ridiculous no one took it seriously.

• Threatening a school shooting impinged on the rights of others.



Two students at Lee’s Summit North High School created a website called NorthPress
which contained a variety of offensive and racist comments as well as sexually explicit and 
degrading comments about particular female classmates, whom they identified by name.  
The posts discussed fights at the school and mocked black students.  The students were 
suspended for 180 days but sent to an alternative school to carry our their suspension.  
The students filed a motion for a preliminary injunction that would enjoin them from having 
to go to the alternative school and allow them to stay in the regular school during the 
court proceedings. 

S.J.W. ex rel. Wilson v. Lee’s Summit, (8th Cir. 2012)

CASE #4



The court upheld the suspension: 
• Shows numerous Lee’s Summit North computers were used to access or to attempt the site.

• Several teachers testified they experienced difficulty managing their classes because students were 
distracted and in some cases were upset.

• At least 2 teachers described as one of the most or the most disrupted day of their teaching day.

• Local media arrived on campus and parents contacted the school with concerns about safety, bullying, 
and discrimination.

• Administrators expressed concerns that the Wilsons’ early return would cause further disruption and 
might endanger the Wilsons.

COURT’S DECISION?



BUT WHAT IF YOU’RE THE ONE BEING 
CYBERBULLIED???



A middle school principal in northeastern Pennsylvania was shocked to see his photo 
online along with a description of him as a “hairy sex addict” and a pedophile.  A middle 
school student created the principal’s profile from her home computer.  Student was 
suspended for 10 days which also prohibited attendance at school dances.

--J.S. v. Blue Mountain (3rd Circuit 2011)

PRINCIPAL CASE #1



NO.  Court reversed the student’s suspension.

• Crude and vulgar language, but it was off-campus

• It was so outrageous that no one took it seriously

• Student created it as a joke and took steps to make it “private” so access was limited to her 
and her friends

• The profile did not identify the principal by name, school, or location

• No student at school ever viewed the profile from school

• Only printout of the profile was brought to the school at the principal’s request

DID THE COURTS UPHOLD THE SCHOOL DISCIPLINE?



A high school principal north of Pittsburgh saw a MySpace profile of himself  (created 
through a parody of a survey by a 17 year old student) that called him a “big fag,” a “whore,” 
and a drug user.  The “survey” included numerous references to the principal’s large size 
and his use of alcohol.  The student was suspended for 10 days, excluded from 
extracurricular activities—including graduation--and placed in an alternative school for the 
balance of the school year.

--Layshock v. Hermitage School District (3rd Circuit 2011)

PRINCIPAL CASE #2



NO.  Court reversed the student’s suspension.

• Was there a sufficient nexus between the conduct and any “material and substantial disruption” at school

• Schools can insist that “ . . . Certain modes of expression are inappropriate and subject to sanctions.”

• “The concept of the ‘school yard’ is not without boundaries and the reach of school authorities is not 
without limits.”

• Student’s use of the district’s website does not constitute entering the school, and the district is not 
empowered to punish his out of school expressive conduct under the circumstances [of this case].

DID THE COURT UPHOLD THE SCHOOL DISCIPLINE?



BOTTOM LINE(S):

1. Be sure you can articulate the substantial disruption to the school environment 
caused by speech that originates off campus

2. While courts defer to administrators in most school-related decisions, courts also 
expect administrators to have tough skin and roll with the punches.  Even when the 
punches really hurt.  



LEGAL ISSUES #8 AND #9: DUE PROCESS AND 
STUDENT INVESTIGATIONS



5TH AMENDMENT

“No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a 
presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval 
forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in time of war or public danger; nor shall any 
person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall 
be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor shall any state 
deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall 
private property be taken for public use, without just compensation."



14TH AMENDMENT

“All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction 
thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside. No state 
shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of 
the United States; nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of 
law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”



SO WHAT IS DUE PROCESS?

“Due process of law implies the right of the person affected thereby 
to be present before the tribunal which pronounces judgment upon 
the question of life, liberty, or property, in its most comprehensive 
sense; to be heard, by testimony or otherwise, and to have the right of 
controverting, by proof, every material fact which bears on the 
question of right in the matter involved. If any question of fact or 
liability be conclusively presumed against him, this is not due process 
of law.”

Blacks Law Dictionary, 6th Ed.



THIS CAN BE SUMMED UP IN TWO PHRASES:

•Notice
•Right to be heard



WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH STUDENTS?

“…nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process 
of law.”

A School District is a political subdivision of the State

A student’s education is considered property

When a school suspends a student from school, it  deprives the student of his property 
interest and therefore must provide due process



DUE PROCESS, CONT.:

• When you discipline a student, you must tell the student the wrongdoing for which he is being 
disciplined, and give him an opportunity to respond before imposing the discipline.  

• You most likely naturally do this and you didn’t even know you were extending due process 
to the student. 

• Short term suspensions (less than 10 days) can look like this:  
• Notice:  “Sally, I saw you smoking in the bathroom and that’s a violation of school rules;.”

• Opportunity to respond:  “Do you have anything you’d like to say?” 

• When the student engages in an offense that is serious that warrants a longer term 
suspension, expulsion, or removal to a different school, the student is entitled to more due 
process, in the form of a hearing.  



STUDENT DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS

• Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1975): “Longer suspensions or expulsions for the remainder 
of the school term, or permanently, may require more formal procedures.”

• Utah Code 53A-11-905(5)(c): “A suspension may not extend beyond 10 school days 
unless the student and the student's parent or guardian have been given a reasonable 
opportunity to meet with a designated school official and respond to the allegations and 
proposed disciplinary action.” 



WHAT EXACTLY IS REQUIRED IN A DISCIPLINARY 
HEARING?

• No clear requirements in the law

• Generally, due process requires:
• notice of alleged misconduct and the rule that such misconduct violated, 

• and an opportunity to respond to the allegations 

• before an impartial hearing officer or panel.

• Witnesses may be allowed but generally students do not have a right to cross examine witnesses

• Hearsay is admissible, but a decision should be based on more than just hearsay.

• A transcript is not required, but we generally record the hearings to have a record.

• REMEMBER: The more that is being taken away, the more formal the procedures that are required.



YOUR ROLE IN THIS PROCESS

• Investigate misconduct

• As part of your investigation, before removing a student from school, meet with the student and give him/her 
an opportunity to respond to the allegations.

• Take good notes

• Document student statements

• Have students write their own statements

• Work with your team of administrators to determine appropriate response

• If you feel there is sufficient information to warrant removal* from school immediately, send student home.  

*Removal could mean short-tem suspension, long-term suspension, removal to an alternate school, or removal to 
online school.  



QUICK TIPS FOR STUDENT INVESTIGATIONS

• General Information

• It is basic that students may be detained and questioned by school officials on matters of school 
discipline

• Schools have the authority to stop minor students to ask questions or conduct an investigation even in 
the absence of reasonable suspicion, so long as such authority is not exercised in an arbitrary, 
capricious, or harassing manner.

• Miranda warnings do not apply in school settings

• Miranda does apply to police custodial interrogations although they happen to occur on school grounds 
or in the presence of and even with the involvement of school authorities. 



GENERAL QUICK TIPS (CONT.)

• Parent notification:  school officials have no obligation to contact parents before detaining and 
questioning students. In a 4th Circuit case, Wofford v. Evans, “the Constitution does not impose a 
duty of parental notification before the pupil’s disciplinary detainment while . . . school guardianship 
persists.” The court goes on to say that even if parent notification is convenient (w/cell phones, 
etc.), the ease misses the point.  To REQUIRE parent notification adds another investigatory step, 
when school officials may be faced with imminent danger to students.  

• HOWEVER, remember Rule #2 (from Legal Issue #4) follow your district policies on this!



STUDENT INVESTIGATION TIPS (CONT.)

1. Interview students independently.

2. Avoid leading questions.  
 Don’t ask:  “Did Joe beat up Jake?” (to a witness)  OR “Joe, you beat up Jake, didn’t you?”
 Instead:  “Were you in the hallway after school?  Did you see the fight that took place?  Can you tell me what 

happened?” OR “Jake, I understand you were in fight with Jake.  Can you tell me what happened?”

3. Ask follow up questions.  e.g, “Who else was there?” “Were you present for the entire fight?”  “Did you 
see anything throughout the day that might have caused the fight?”  “Do you know why Joe and Jake 
were fighting?” “Did you hear anyone say anything?” 

4. Have students write statements, in addition to verbally interviewing them.
 Following a written statement, review the statement to ensure that everything the student told you is in the 

statement.
 If students are too young to write statements, record interviews



STUDENT INVESTIGATIONS, CONT.

5. Ask interviewees for objective information--what they observed, heard, instead of what they thought, 
felt, etc.

6. If you are interviewing students about a bullying situation or a sexual harassment, do not interview the 
victim and perpetrator together in an effort to have them hug and make up.

7. If law enforcement is involved, police will want to do the interviews first so as not to taint the interview 
and muddy the waters for the Prosecution if the matter goes to trial.  Let them, and then work with law 
enforcement to get the information you need to carry out your administrative responsibilities.

8. Document, document, document!

9. Report to proper authorities.  



LEGAL ISSUE #10: WHAT TO DO WHEN CANDID 
CAMERA GETS YOU!



• Utah is a “one-party” consent state when it comes to clandestine recordings. 

• An individual legally can record any wire, oral or electronic communication to which he is a 
party, or when at least one participant has consented to the recording. 

• Consent is not required at all for the taping of a non-electronic communication uttered by a 
person who does not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in that communication.  (For 
example, an announcer at a football game)

• This means that only one party has to consent to a recording.

• Even if that one party is the person doing the recording.



IN OTHER WORDS…

• It is not illegal for parents to record conversations they’re having with you.

• It is not illegal for students to record conversations they’re having with you.

• It is not illegal for students to record conversations they’re having with other students.

• It is not illegal for anyone to record a conversation or interaction between two others 
where that conversation or interaction takes place in a public place or where there is no 
expectation of privacy.



WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN…

• You’ve invited Johnny’s parents in for a conference to discuss Johnny’s unruly behavior.  Johnny’s mother, 
who, incidentally, is crazy obsessed with CSI and believes everything in life can be boiled down to proving 
a crime took place, had her phone recording the entire conversation, without your knowledge or 
consent.  You do your best to maintain a sense of professionalism but at times you, admittedly, throw out 
a sarcastic remark in response to some ludicrous statement made by Johnny’s father, a retired cop, like 
“Did you read Johnny his Miranda rights before you questioned him about his behavior in class?”  (Your 
response:  “Yeah, since all our students are criminals in waiting, we try to prepare them early by giving 
them Miranda warnings every time they talk out of turn.”)  Unfortunately, it’s that statement—recorded 
in your own voice—that makes its way around the community via Facebook.  Media calls come in, the 
PTA is camped outside your office demanding an apology, and parents are pulling kids out of your school.  
What can you do about it?   



WHAT TO DO???

a) Sue their *#?*#! for defamation.

b) Post the “full” story on the school’s Facebook page, including what Johnny did in class that 
required a conference with Johnny’s parents in the first place.

c) Post the “full” story on your personal Facebook page, including what Johnny did in class 
that required a conference with Johnny’s parents in the first place. (After all, it’s you’re 
personal page so you can post whatever you want)

d) Respond to media requests by stating, “I apologize for my comment, which was taken out of 
context.  However, I should never had made that statement and I sincerely apologize.”  

e) (Refrain from sarcasm, in the first place. )



WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN?

• Same scenario, only you don’t give in to your sarcastic urges and instead, in response to 
Mr. Johnny’s question about reading Johnny his Miranda rights, you state—in your most 
professional voice— “Sir, we treat our students like teen-agers, and not like criminals.  
Johnny was given every opportunity to explain what he did, but he does not have the 
right to an attorney nor does he have the right to remain silent when his history teacher 
asks him if intentionally threw the marker at Sally’s head or if it was an accident.”  You are 
surprised to see later that night a post on Mrs. Johnny’s Facebook page linking to a 
recording of what sounds like your voice saying, “We treat our students like … 
criminals.”  Media calls come in, the PTA is camped out at your office, and parents are 
pulling kids out of your school.  What do you do?



DO YOU…

a) Sue the *#$!@ for defamation.

b) Post on the school’s website the full story—including Johnny’s behavior problems.

c) Post on your personal website the full story—including Johnny’s behavior problems.

d) Send out the following tweet:  “Got screwed yesterday trying to help a kid out.  #ihateparents”

e) Work your district PR person to craft an appropriate response, something like: “Misinformation has 
been shared with the community which has caused some concern regarding the school staff ’s 
response to student misconduct.  You would like to correct this misinformation by stating that, while 
all communications with parents regarding their students are confidential, you can tell the public that 
the statement you made was ‘We treat our students like children, not criminals.’  Rest assured we love 
our students and do not respond to their misconduct as though they were criminals.”



WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH WILY 
PARENTS/STUDENTS 

• Utah is a one-party consent state.  However, you may:

• Students: Work with our administrator to develop a policy regarding acceptable use of recording 
devices for students in school, prohibiting students from covertly recording others.  (Be sure to have a 
strong educational purpose for such a policy—ie, protects other students, keeps distractions to a 
minimum, allows administrators to discipline without worrying about “cyberbaiting”, etc.)

• Parents: If the conversation is with wily a parent/adult, ask the parent/adult if he or she is recording the 
conversation. If so, tell the parent/adult that you would also like to record the conversation.

• Have someone else in the room with you at all times when talking to a wily student or parent/adult.



WHAT YOU CAN DO, CONT.

• You can also respond to the public to correct derogatory statements made about you or 
the school, but check with your district PR person or legal counsel first:  when 
offended, we are not in the best position to be objective in defense of 
ourselves.



THE END! 

QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 

Heidi J. Alder

Lear & Lear

(801)883-8001

Heidi.alder@learlaw.com
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